[Experience with 5% lidocaine medicated plaster in the treatment of localized neuropathic pain].
The aim of this paper is to confirm the efficacy and safety in clinical practice of 5% lidocaine medicated plaster (LMP) in the treatment of localized neuropathic pain. Retrospective, observational study carried out in the period 2006-2012, in patients with various forms of localized peripheral neuropathic pain treated with LMP. Only patients with at least one follow-up visit after prescription of the drug were assessed. One hundred and one patients were assessable, 60.4% of whom suffered from postherpetic neuralgia (PHN), while the remainder reported mainly post-traumatic/post-surgical neuropathic pain and other superficial localized neuralgias. In baseline conditions, the mean pain intensity measured on the NRS was 6.1. The median treatment time with LMP was 41 days, at the end of which there was a 64% fall in NRS, with no significant differences between the patients with PHN or other localized neuralgias. A better NRS reduction trend was also observed in those patients who, in our study, started treatment with LMP from the first visit, compared with those patients to whom LMP was prescribed later. The tolerability was good, with few adverse events at the application site, which led to suspension of treatment in just three cases. In our experience, LMP proved to be an effective and well-tolerated drug in the treatment of PHN and other superficial localized neuralgias. This observation is in agreement with the international guidelines, which suggest LMP as first line treatment for the management of localized peripheral neuropathic pain.